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Scale 
• Scale is a ratio of a length used in a drawing to 

portray the actual length of the object.

• In the drawing below, 1 inch represents 2 inches 
on the actual box so the scale is 1/2 or 1:2.
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Solving All Scale Problems

• Both Sides must be the same unit of measure 
• Inches to Inches

• Feet to Feet

• Meters to Meters

• Set up equation –
• Drawing ÷ Scale = Actual

• Scale * Actual = Drawing

• Solve, reduce all fractions



Practicing Scale

• Keeping with the 1:2 scale from the last slide, what 
would the scaled dimensions be in a drawing of the 
actual block shown below?  Sketch the drawing and 
record the 1:2 scale in your design notebook.

• What would the scale be 

if you wanted to make it 

3 times bigger?

H=2”

L=3”
W=2”

1:2 scale

H= ____  W= ____  L= ____



Practicing Scale
• When writing scale as a ratio, use the same units 

on both sides of the colon.  Do not mix units!  For 
example:
• 1:4 means  1 inch: 4 inches, or 1 foot: 4 feet – not 

1inch: 4 feet

• What is the scale if a 4 inch length on a drawing 
corresponds to a 4-foot length on the actual 
object?  

• A building has a wall of windows that is 12 feet 
across.  If a scale of 1:24 is used, how wide is the 
wall of windows on the drawing in inches?



Practicing Scale

• Car designers build models of new designs because, 
unlike a drawing, a model can be seen from all sides.  

 If you build a 1:10 
model of a car that is 
15 feet long, how long 
would the model be?  
Give your answer in 
feet and inches.



Scale Assignment

• Complete the scale drawing assignment (titled “Scale_assignment” on 
my blog) and turn it in

• Complete the room blueprint assignment (titled “RoomBlueprint” on 
my blog) 


